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M Nage Amour ManLove Erotic Alternative Sci Fi M Nage A
Quatre Romance, M M M M, With Multiple Partners, Public
Exhibition, Sex Toys Dale Despised The Terran Military He
Was Drafted, Not A Volunteer He Never Expected To Get
Captured By The Algonquans And Sold As A Breeder Pet,
Either He Only Prays His New Owner Is Kind And Doesn T Eat
Him Then He Meets Fellow Pet, Mark, Who Informs Him
Getting Captured Was The Luckiest Day Of Their Lives Mark
Also Hated The Military And Now Spends His Days In A Life Of
Sexual Leisure, Enjoying Poetry And Totally At Peace With His
FateDale Settles In And Finds Not Only Does He Enjoy This
Life, He Loves Mark, Too Despite Tragedy Striking Too Close
To Home In Their Protected World, They Find Room To Love
Their Master S Newest Pets, Cooper And NateWhen The War
Ends And The Terran Pets Are Granted Their Freedom, The
Men Are Faced With A Choice Return, Or Stay With The
Owner They Ve Grown To Love
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an accurate representation of my face and nether regions

The Bangkok Asset

throughout the reading of this book shockingly free of self
consciousness, typographical errors, irony, plot, or

The Pictures of

restraint.luckily, the whole MPREG hormones turn military

Emptiness

dudes into screeching old women thing didn t happen
until after a good 90 pages of some decent fapmatter wait
fuck misogyny if the golden girls ran into these dudes in
an alley, only one group would make it out alive.the one
with orthopedic shoes..a story of mixed success,
then.wildly entertaining sexorz, horribly disquieting
implications gay dudes are not rape barbies, k , and
super unnecessary emo ketchup over everything view
spoiler And losing them broke my heart into a million
pieces that I suspected would never heal hide spoiler
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First up, there is some weird ass shit in this book No lie
humans as sex pets collars and ear tags dick milking
machines eggs implanted in asses multiple erhm egg
laying FORGET ABOUT ALL OF IT FORGET IT IT
DOESN T MATTER.This is a story with such an
emotional punch it knocked me right off my feet.Is it for
everyone No, probably not There is a lot of weirdness to
digest to be able to get to the good stuff But, for me, the
weird stuff was fascinating than off putting I loved it, I
loved the dynamics of the master and their pets I loved
the introduction to their planet, there was no doubt that
these men were seen, literally, as pets They were in
frames, in a strip mall, waiting to be purchased Before
they were bought the aliens inspected them for breed
ability Once they were bought, they had an identification

Ethan Frome

tag pierced in their ears So, yeah They were pets, no
doubt Did that make their relationships less loving and
real Absolutely not I love the love that Dale and Mark
shared The unconditional, forever, no matter what love
they had for each other Just thinking about them gets me
all gooey and weepy Yes, they were in a relationship with
their master and eventually his two other pets Yes, they
loved their master and needed him almost as much as
they needed each other But Mark and Dale put each
other first, always They had this complete, all consuming
need for each other that I could feel almost from the
moment they met.Acquainted with the Night spans about
40 years or so, there was a lot of heart ache and changes
for Mark and Dale along the way, including the
introduction of two pets into the household I always enjoy
books that have a large time span I like being able to see
the couple s survive through life and the crap that
happens post HEA Because that s what happens in life, a
bunch of crap and being happy with someone amongst
all the crap is hard work So, despite the cuh ray zay
world building, there was a believability to their
relationship Seeing all the ups and downs and the
struggles only added to my investment in these
characters and the life they shared It was wonderful and
beautiful and, in the end, heartbreaking.There are
definitely some things I could gripe about, namely, all the
sex There was a lot No really, I don t think they had any
cum left in their balls More sex than I ve ever read in a
book before, ever That much But I had so many damn
feels in every scene that I don t even care So I have
complaints, shrugs I m still giving this bad boy 5
hearts.This was an odd story, set in odd circumstances
But ultimately, it s an intense, highly emotional, character
driven love story One I won t be forgetting and will most
likely be rereading in the future.
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2.5 stars for the imaginationThis book is way out of the
box It is the weirdest book ever, Eggs, Breeders, M M M
M M.It was all over the place and i couldn t feel any
connection with the MCs or the even the story I don t
even know how to explain so i will just direct you to Xia
and Ele s reviews.The best part was the company, Ele,
Moony and Xia thanks for the buddy read It was a very
different long tongue and frame experience.
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WANT TO READ ABOUT THE WEIRDEST BOOK,
POSSIBLY EVER READ THIS REVIEW.I DNF after
getting about half way through this book, and I feel guilty
about it. but I can t force myself to guilt read.I also can t
rate this book because I can t even tell if I d rate it a 2 or
a 4.5 I have no idea.Where to start. Oh, by telling you
there are SPOILERS afoot here yes.Was this the
weirdest book I ve ever read I think so, yes I ve read a lot
of books Ones fucked up, but this was by far the
weirdest. This book gives puppy play a whole new
meaning.Acquainted with the night As far as I can tell,
these boys are getting fucked day in and day out, and
night time has nothing to do with it This book should ve
been called Bow Wows Big Adventure Doggy Chow
Down Aliens Can Love Too Roll Over RoverSo basically.
men are sold to aliens so their anal canals can be used in

alien breeding Alright So aliens buy them, like dogs, and
fuck them countless times and lay eggs in their asses
they no longer crap, btw. aliens took care of that It s just
so fucked Like they have these milking machines they
milk their dicks. like cows. all the time. and plugs up their
asses. and there are countless scenes with entire hand s
up dudes asses. sometimes 2 at a time And like. aliens
lay these eggs in there and it takes hours of pain until the
egg latches on and then the dude carries it around for a
bit, until its soft, then lays an egg, but during this process
the aliens check on these eggs by rimming their human
pets with their super long tongues Like, I m laughing
writing this because it sounds totally made up, but it s not
And humans are always naked and have manacles all
the time and are fed and let run around in the yard to
play. it s just so weird Imagine everything you know about
a human beings relationship with a dog and now imagine
that exact relationship with a human and two dogs, but
also mixed in to a relationship a man might have with a
flesh light uterus That s this book Hahaha Picture a
relationship that is human dog dog dog dog uturus
fleshlight milkingmachine and you have this book Viola
But onto points of the actual story nowI thought both MCs
were total bitches I don t even remember their names
right now Kal and Pol was what their master called them
Oh, get this They call him Master Woof woof They re just
like WELL, BETTER ROLL OVER AND ACCEPT MY
FATE and look. I know it s smarter to go with the flow, but
they don t have even a little bit of fight in them. they seem
so lame No spirit No spunk no pun intended No passion
They just want to lay around all day and get orgasms
while they have an egg up their asses I m not saying it s
a bad life, it s just kinda blah to read about And they fall
in love so easy But it s not even really love, it s definitely
companionship And then their Master loves them. and
that s weird too He loves them likes doggies Doggies you
fuck And theres a point when Master kicks doggy 2
whose name I don t remember , and then he s so scared

of being taken away by the Pound that he literally cries
and whines and freaks out like a dog It s ACTUALLY like
kicked puppy syndrome. where dogs will love you no
matter what you do to them I stopped reading after a
scene where the aliens took their little puppy pets to a
party to play with other pets and romp around in the fresh
air I ve read spoilers as to what goes on during the rest of
the book, and I m very meh about it.I am NOT hating on
this book It was weird so fucking weird Too weird for me,
but I m not saying it was bad I just can t do it I have a
threshold for my weirdness that I thought was pretty big,
but this was too big Probably as big as the giant alien
dicks in this book.Friends, maybe try to read this book I
don t even know I just don t know.
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Super solid 5 brilliant stars Really loving this one so much
It sorta have everything in it yet it doesn t upset the story
and the flow This book pushes all the right buttons for me
Angst CHECKMpreg CHECK It does not shy away from
conceiving and birthing parts too Wow One of a
kind.Breeding CHECK Aliens breeding humans non
consensual and consensual.Menage CHECK Orgy Group
sex CHECKSlavery CHECKPet Master CHECKLoving
Masters CHECKPampered Pets CHECKDubcon Noncon
CHECKAliens CHECKAlien Tentacles Like Sex CHECK
CHECKInterspecies Xenophilia CHECK of courseSlave
Pet Collars, cuffs and toys CHECK psst. there s even a
milking machine Ohlalala Body Modification Oh Gawd
CHECK tat too Fisting CHECKRomance CHECKNot sure
if that helps to sums it all up But what I do know is that it

had me hooked from page one and tearing up here and
there till last chapter to Epilogue Gosh What a turbulent
emotional roller coaster ride it was It made me grin like
silly and sob and laugh and getting upset when its
character suffers any injustice Frankly, I was surprised to
find a book that has tons of sex in it and yet still manage
to actually have a solid storyline plus firmly maintains its
reader s attention even when the volume of sex in it could
actually drown you Took me only a day and a half to
finish it Cos I was literally glued to its pages.This one is a
MUST READ and MUST HAVE.
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Bawled Bawled Bawled Sniveled Bawled some What a
roller coaster this book was Some notes for those
potential readers Do not read if you have a problem with
1 Men as pets2 Men as breeders3 Men as breeders to
aliens4 Men with lots and I mean lots of sex with men
multiple partners does not even begin to describe some
of the scenes Read if you like 1 a story where the main
theme is love If a person is safe, loved, cared for, not lied
to they can adapt as well as overcome and thrive to
anything.
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Nothing is impossible This is an erotic book Yes and

No.Ok, let me start with why I think it s a VERY erotic
book.4 men and 1 alien.Get it Oh yes it s veeeeeery hot,
and don t think twice if you are searching a menage
book.Now, why it s not Simple I cry, than one time My
question is how many times did you cry reading a erotic
book sobbing, not just a little tear, huge sobbing scene,
with someone asking if something is wrong So it s an
erotic book, but it s also MUCH than that Amazing
characters I love all of them and an AMAZING story The
plot surprise me When I read the blurb the first thing I
notice was the menage I m not a big reader of menage
stories I m stupid, I know so let this book in my to read
shelf for a while Big mistake, because I think it s one of
the best plot I read this year No, I m not kidding.Dale in a
military mission against a probably hostile alien specie
will be kidnapped All the book is his POV but the quick
epilogue and his life is heartbreaking All his questions,
about what humans decide to do, to preserve the specie
in a future, where apparently no human is happy his
desire of his hope of be happy, anywhere, but find it
happiness I liked it a lot Also his kidnapping is something
unexpected I ll not spoil telling just one thing it s the best
erotic kidnapping possible His place in this alien world is
as a breeder, and his position is as a pet.No, I don t think
it s a BDSM book even if there is all the pet theme No, in
my view it s erotic and that s it Maybe is perfect to
everyone searching a book about pet but don t think
there will be a strong hand master No, the alien Dale s
Master is incredible tender, and is a lover than a
master.The menage is INCREDIBLE hot Boys and Girls if
you want to read a m nages trois book READ IT NOW
Dale and Mark at the begin and for a long while with their
master is I.N.C.R.E.D.I.B.L.E sexy And after also , with
Coop and Nate ohhhhhh I think I took something like 100
cold showers and molest my husband countless times
because EVERYTHING IS EROTIC in this 4 guys and
the master house You must be warned that MANY SAD
things will happen, but regardless it I ADORED the end,

and ADORED this book I think it s one of those times I m
really glad someone told me to read a book I had so
many recommendations, and this book is in my list of the
BEST recommendation EVER Don t let this book waiting
if it s in your shelf if it s not, try it Open you heart to this
heartbreaking multiple relationship story because love is
also that share your life with than one person.Be happy,
and happy reading5 stars
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5 out of my mind stars I promise you, you have never
read a book like this before, and probably never will
either, because what Tymber Dalton does in this book is
just E P I C.There s a reason why Dalton is my favorite
author Only she can write a story like this, with all the
crazy shit that s in this book and make it so I don t know,
natural The setting and story is made so believable, so
familiar It s so profound, so beautiful, so scary, so aching,
so sweet and so much love Yes, this book is full of love,
believe it or not Take a chance on this Read it, just go
with it and emerge yourself in the setting and the story I
promise you will not regret it and leave a part of your
heart in this book.Ps Don t be put off by the bad
cover.Pss For those of who ll balke at sharing and
menage and stuff like that You have never read a story
like this, where it s ehm fitting, feels natural I don t know
how to describe it, but you haven t read anything like this
before so try it out Please.
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Holy balls That was not what I was expecting at all
Seriously Ignore the blurb Don t worry about the whole
MPREG thing Don t focus on the multiple partner aspect
A fantastic love story Talk about tears, man That ending
was so, so good.
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This is by far the weirdest Sci Fi book I have ever read in
my entire life I was feeling suffocated for the majority of
the book and most probably I will not read it again ever
not because it is not well written, but because it is too
overwhelming.Dale is a human and a soldier fighting
aliens and particularly the Algonquans He knows almost
nothing about their race until he is captured by them
Then he learns that Algonquans are neither females, nor
males but kind of unisex and they need humans in order
to be able to breed They will basically use their bodies to
lay eggs inside them Humans are treated like pets They
are looked after and loved and they stay with their master
until they die being fucked and bred regularly.The book is
full of disturbing images with continues rape for Dale
firstly from the milking machines their name is self
explanatory then from the master until he learns the
process Dale learns to be a good boy and take it like a
man and that the feeling of self preservation is greater

than the feeling of self respect It is explained to him that if
he doesn t let his master breed him, many aliens will
breed him I don t know I understand that the earth
government is supposed to be bad people and the
military is supposed to be the worst thing ever, but still it
felt that Dale and his fellow pets are just suffering by the
Stockholm syndrome Yes, eventually they will love their
master and they will crave his attention.Yes, they will also
love each other But they are secluded The only living
things Dale is seeing most of the days are the Master, his
servants, Mark the other pet and best friend and later on
Cooper and Nate the newest pets.The ending I don t
even know about the ending Is it supposed to be good
Heartbreaking I don t even know how I managed to finish
the book to be honest.I have to give extra credit for
originality, but it was a really nerve racking experience for
me.
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